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Your donation will mean 
that everything that can 
be done, will be done to 
help Zayne reach his full 

potential.  

Your donation will fund specialist 
bibic therapists to assess every 
aspect of Zayne's development.

  It will provide all the knowledge 
his parents need to to make life 

better for him.  

Your donation will give Zayne the 
very best chance of living the 

happiest and most 
rewarding life possible

'The life of Zayne' Aged 5
What runs through peoples minds when you see someones 
child misbehaving. Do we think that because they look the 
same as the other kids they are just being very naughty and 
it is all the parents fault? It is quite common, we all do it from 
time to time yet many children have 'hidden difficulties or 
disabilities'.

Zayne is a lively and determined young chap and has just been 
diagnosed with Autism. He came to bibic on the 1st April 2019 aged just 
4, undiagnosed and very unsure. 

Zayne's journey

Zayne is very independent so he will get dressed himself, he will have 
the same breakfast everyday with his dog, Ralph the beagle. If he is not 
at school, he spends his days bouncing on the trampoline, or at the 
skate-park, which is his second home! He is an avid scooter rider and 
will spend hours and hours learning new tricks.

He is not a quitter, if he wants to learn something, he will push himself 
until he can do it. He absolutely loves walking his dog and they are the 
best of friends! He is super active so most of the day is spent outdoors. 

At the end of the day he will choose what is for dinner and he will 
usually try to sneak Ralph a bit of his dinner.

Zayne is the World record holder for the youngest Tailwhip and 
youngest double on his scooter and currently has 10.4k followers on his 
(parent controlled) Instagram profile!

In most cases Zayne seems like the kid next door, but his hidden 
disability is Autism. Turnover and read more about this disability and 
how bibic changed his life at an early stage in his development
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Zayne's bibic journey

 Zayne's mum Jordaine explains how they turned to bibic;

"When I started to realise that Zayne might have Autism, I felt really scared and worried. As a mum, it’s a very unsettling 
feeling, thinking your child could be diagnosed with a disability and you just want to know and be able to help them with 

their struggles. 

When we were left on hospital waiting lists, I felt useless, frustrated and wasn’t sure where to turn, or who to turn to. I 
knew very little about Autism and just wanted to learn and help him the very best I could. I, like any other mum, didn’t want 
to wait years to be able to understand and help my son, so I turned to bibic - and it was really the best thing I’ve ever done".

Zayne’s parents booked an assessment suspecting ASD and Sensory Processing Difficulties, the suspicions were 
also reported to his parents by Zayne’s nursery.

On the day the assessment was structured with regular movement breaks to support Zayne’s attention and his sensory 
system. The initial tests were completed with Zayne stood or sat still, as he grew in confidence, the subsequent tests 
were completed on the floor or while he was engaged in physical activity. 

"They got a trampoline out for Zayne so he could answer the questions whilst he bounced - he didn’t want to leave at 
the end of the assessment so that speaks volumes to me!" 

The therapist observed that he will frequently avoid establishing eye contact and look away if someone looks at him. 
He will frequently resist physical contact from others, rejecting hugs or physical affection from others, he will only hug 
his parents when it is on his terms. He can look unhappy when being praised, however, following suggestions by bibic 
his parents have observed that when he is given specific praise, he can accept praise. 

At times Zayne’s reactions to situations can be inappropriate, such as laughing when tears may be more typical. At 
times he can act in an unreasonably fearful or frightened manner, this tends to be in new social situations, new places 
and with new people. 

He can be repetitive at times and becomes highly upset if routines are changed, he has several routines that are of his 
own making. He will also line up his toys in a precise order when playing and his mother commented that this is 
predominantly how he will play with toys. 

"I felt so happy to be listened to in the assessment, and the way the therapists were with Zayne was incredible! They find a 
way to make the assessment work, no matter what, and in a way that your child feels comfortable and happy.

They were extremely thorough and taught me so, so many useful and crucial things about Zayne and what he needs. I felt 
so relieved someone was listening and helping us as a family at a time when I felt like giving up. It was important for me to 

know how to help Zayne cope and know the things he needs, and that’s exactly what I know now after the assessment.  
The only thing I regretted was not going to bibic sooner". 

Jordaine left with a full assessment report and  Zayne was finally diagnosed with Autism in August 2020. The diagnosis 
has confirmed that they have been doing the right things and using bibic's 'amazing' help, they now feel they are doing 
good!

Hundreds of children every year benefit from bibic's help, hundreds of 
families now understand their child better and face a much happier 
future together. Your support helps make this difference and if you 

would like to see how your donation is put to good  use we would be 
happy to show you around our clinic in Langport, Somerset.

Simply ring 01458 253344 to book a time, you would be very welcome.
We wish you a very happy Christmas and best wishes for the new year.




